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Abstract

Purpose – A significant part of knowledge and experience in an organization belongs not to the

organization itself, but to the individuals it employs. Therefore, knowledge management (KM) tasks

should include eliciting knowledge from knowledgeable individuals. The paper aims to argue that the

current palette of methods proposed for this in KM discourse is limited by idealistic assumptions about

the behavior of knowledge owners. This paper also aims to enrich the repertoire of methods that can be

used in an organization to extract knowledge (both tacit and explicit) from its employees by bridging KM

and knowledge engineering and its accomplishments in the knowledge elicitation field.

Design/methodology/approach – This paper is based on extensive literature review and 20 years of

experience of one of the authors in applying various knowledge elicitation techniques in multiple

companies and contexts.

Findings – The paper proposes that the special agent (analyst) might be needed to elicit knowledge

from individuals (experts) in order to allow further knowledge sharing and knowledge creation. Based on

this idea, the paper proposes a new classification of the knowledge elicitation techniques that highlights

the role of analyst in the knowledge elicitation process.

Practical implications – The paper contributes to managerial practice by describing a systemic variety

of knowledge elicitation techniques with direct recommendations of their feasibility in the KM context.

Originality/value – The paper contributes to a wider use of knowledge engineering methodologies and

technologies by KM researchers and practitioners in organizations.

Keywords Knowledge management, Knowledge elicitation techniques, Knowledge engineering

Paper type Conceptual paper

1. Introduction

Contemporary management theory views knowledge as one of the key sources for the

creation and maintenance of a sustainable competitive advantage in a post-industrial

economy (Kogut and Zander, 1992; Grant, 1996; Teece, 2004). Thus the question of how to

ensure that organizations extract as much value as possible from their knowledge is topical

from both conceptual and practical viewpoints.

However, knowledge and experience in an organization initially belong not to the

organization itself, but to the individuals it employs (Grant, 1996; Tsoukas and Vladimirou,

2001). This fact, related to the very nature of knowledge, makes organizations dependent on

both the good will and capabilities of employees in applying that knowledge for the

organization’s sake, and sharing it as needed by the organization. While some authors have

discussed the transformation of individual into organizational knowledge (e.g. Tsoukas and

Vladimirou, 2001; Nonaka, 1991), many sources remain pessimistic about the extent to

which knowledge can be detached from an individual (Grant, 1996; Flood et al., 2001). So

the question of what managers can do (if anything) to transform their employees’ knowledge

into organizational knowledge, or at least to share it as much as possible among various

individuals in an organization, remains largely open.
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The aim of this study is to enhance the choices that can be made by organizations of how to

extract knowledge (both tacit and explicit) from employees. The authors do this by bridging

knowledge management (KM) and knowledge engineering (KE) and its accomplishments.

KE is a discipline that also deals with managing knowledge, but from a different perspective,

and it has a rich history of achievement over several decades (Burton et al., 1990; Cooke,

1994; Kendal and Creen, 2006). Surprisingly, although both deal with knowledge, KM and

KE discourses have been developing in parallel and to the best of the authors’ knowledge

have rarely converged. In this paper the authors aim to bridge this gap and introduce some

KE tools that can extend KM discourse; they propose a map that can guide the choice of

tools.

To meet these goals, this paper is structured as follows. It starts with an overview of the

existing knowledge management literature on the transformation of individual into

organizational knowledge. Next, the authors briefly introduce knowledge engineering as a

field of science and explain how it can help with the ‘‘bottlenecks’’ identified in the

knowledge management literature. Then the authors review a number of knowledge

elicitation methods developed within KE and discuss their advantages and disadvantages.

The paper concludes with some implications for both knowledge management theory and

practice, as well as with directions for future research.

2. Knowledge of individuals: knowledge management perspectives and
‘‘bottlenecks’’

The idea that most of the knowledge and experience in an organization belongs not to the

organization itself, but to its employees, has received growing recognition in the KM

community during the last decade. Human nature recurs throughout knowledge

management literature as a serious barrier to full and efficient usage and creation of

knowledge in an organization (Thomas et al., 2001; Cabrera et al., 2006). First, it is linked to

the tacit component, inherent in the knowledge an individual possesses (Spender, 1993).

Second, there are motivational and other individual barriers that may inhibit

knowledge-sharing processes from both the knowledge owner’s and knowledge

recipient’s sides (e.g. Husted and Michailova, 2002). Therefore, discussion of the

approaches and tools that can help organizations to manage their employees’ knowledge

has been intensive (e.g. Robertson and Hammersley, 2000; Currie and Kerrin, 2003;

Cabrera and Cabrera, 2005).

Nevertheless, KM discourse has been recently criticized for over-focusing on the

organizational level of analysis and not paying enough attention to the knowledge-related

behavior of individuals (Foss and Felin, 2006). Indeed, there has been much discussion on

knowledge sharing (e.g. Argote and Ingram, 2000; Husted andMichailova, 2002; Bock et al.,

2005), yet very few sources discuss the question of how knowledge owners obtain

something to share. In other words, if a lot of human knowledge is tacit and to a certain extent

not even recognized by the owner, what can and should individuals do to extract this

knowledge from their own minds, in order to make it available to share with others?

One of the few sources that address this issue is the SECI model of knowledge creation

proposed by Nonaka (1991), further developed by Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995). Developing

the distinction between tacit and explicit knowledge, they suggested that the creation of new

knowledge in organizations can be described with a four-stage spiral model. The second

phase of this model, articulation or externalization, involves transformation of the tacit into

explicit knowledge. How can this be achieved?

Nonaka and Takeuchi argue that of all four conversion modes, the externalization phase is

the most difficult and time-consuming. To help externalization, they recommend the

extensive use of metaphors, analogies and models in all discussions in a company, and also

to create conditions for the open dialogue of employees with each other and with managers

and for the development of communities of practice. These tools can be very useful;

however, they are also subject to some limitations.
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The key issue is that the tools and methods proposed by Nonaka and Takeuchi for

externalization can be labeled as ‘‘individual-driven’’. Indeed, they make an implicit basic

assumption about the proactive position of the knowledge owner, who is viewed as

inherently willing to make (a lot of) effort to identify, articulate and share his/her knowledge,

as well as being capable of completing this task. The literature on human behavior suggests

that in order to perform an activity well, an individual needs to have simultaneously

motivation, opportunity and the ability to perform (usually referred to as MOA, e.g. Blumberg

and Pringle, 1982). The MOA framework applies to the knowledge-related activities and

performance of an employee (Kelloway and Barling, 2000; Foss and Minbaeva, 2009).

Although it is just one of the concepts used to describe human behavior, the authors propose

that MOA might be very useful for analysis of knowledge-related behaviors in organizations,

as it incorporates the elements of both individual and organizational levels of analysis and

allows discussion of the interplay between them; it counteracts the recent criticism that the

KM literature has been overlooking micro-level issues and inter-level relationships (Foss,

2007).

Based on the MOA model, the authors argue that Nonaka and Takeuchi’s vision of the

knowledge owners inside an organization is somewhat idealistic. First, the frequent lack of

an individual’s motivation to share knowledge (sometimes referred to as knowledge

hoarding) has been widely acknowledged (e.g. Husted and Michailova, 2002; Bock et al.,

2005; Cabrera et al., 2006). Second, organizations have frequently been blamed for not

providing sufficient opportunities for knowledge sharing (e.g. Curtis and Leon, 2002; Miles

et al., 2009). The notion of ‘‘opportunity’’ in an organizational setting may refer to a wide array

of issues that include organizational structure, job design, task requirements,

communication channels, provision of ICT, and organizational norms and values; in other

words, to organization-level determinants of behavior (e.g. Hendriks, 1999; Jones et al.,

2006; Foss et al., 2009). Externalization of one’s own tacit knowledge is one of the steps in

the knowledge sharing process, and thus is also liable to lack of motivation and opportunity.

The third element of the MOA framework, capability, has received less attention in the

knowledge management literature. Nevertheless, there is evidence that some individuals

are more capable of externalizing and sharing their knowledge than others (Minbaeva and

Michailova, 2004; Reinholt et al., 2011). Therefore, it is quite unrealistic to suppose that all

knowledge owners in an organization will be sufficiently motivated, capable and have a

chance to invest their efforts into transferring their experience into explicit knowledge, and

thus the applicability of the individual-driven tools is highly limited. Further, these tools, being

individual-driven, mainly consider individual or small group tacit knowledge. Yet tacit

knowledge may also exist at the collective level (Spender, 1996). Therefore, there is a

challenge to elicit organization-wide tacit knowledge, especially if not all members of the

collective have an ‘‘ideal’’ MOA disposition. In addition, the tools proposed by Nonaka and

Takeuchi may have some cultural limits to their applicability (e.g. Glisby and Holden, 2003;

Andreeva and Ikhilchik, 2011), meaning that they may not be equally efficient in different

cultural contexts, organizational, industrial or national.

Based on this discussion, the logical question arises – what other tools might there be that

managers can use in order to ensure the best possible flow of knowledge externalization in

their companies? The authors suggest that knowledge engineering can inform this, and turn

to its accomplishments in the next section.

‘‘ The question of what managers can do (if anything) to
transform their employees’ knowledge into organizational
knowledge, or at least to share it as much as possible among
various individuals in an organization, remains largely open. ’’
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3. Knowledge of individuals: insights from knowledge engineering

3.1 Bridging knowledge engineering and knowledge management

Knowledge engineering as a subfield of intelligent system development research area can

offer a much richer list of tools and methods to enhance the process of elicitation of

knowledge from individual employees and its consequent use in an organization. Indeed,

KE has rapidly developed a range of techniques and tools for these purposes (e.g. Boose,

1989; Adeli, 1994; Milton et al., 2006). These developments have underpinned an emerging

methodology that can bridge the gap between the remarkable capacity of the human brain

to structure and store knowledge and the knowledge analyst’s ability to model this process.

Knowledge engineering is still rather new, a multidisciplinary domain that draws upon areas

like cognitive science, knowledge elicitation, structuring and formalization.

The initial idea of KE was to build IT-supported expert systems that would store valuable

knowledge detached from the individual expert and make it available to many users.

However, trying to accomplish this task, knowledge engineers soon discovered that

acquiring sufficient high-quality knowledge from individuals to build a robust and useful

system was a very time-consuming and expensive activity. Therefore, knowledge elicitation

was identified as the bottleneck in building an expert system. This led to knowledge

elicitation becoming a major research field within knowledge engineering (Gullen and

Bryman, 1988; Diaper, 1989; Gavrilova and Chervinskaya, 1992). The aim of knowledge

elicitation was formulated to develop methods and tools that make the arduous task of

capturing and validating an expert’s knowledge as efficient and effective as possible. At the

same time, many knowledge engineering sources stress that experts are frequently

important and busy people and their time is costly; hence it is vital that the methods used

minimize the time each expert spends off the job taking part in knowledge elicitation

sessions (e.g. Morgoev, 1988; Moore and Miles, 1991).

From this discussion one can see that KM and KM identified the same key challenge, though

they approached it from different perspectives and even used different vocabulary. KE

discourse frequently uses another term – knowledge acquisition. However, in this paper the

term ‘‘knowledge elicitation’’ is used, as ‘‘knowledge acquisition’’ has a different meaning in

KM discourse (e.g. Cohen and Levinthal, 1990). Thus, it makes sense to bridge the

accomplishments of these two disciplines in solving this problem and through this to enrich

each other’s field. This paper focuses on bringing insights from KE into the KM field. KE

discusses the wide range of issues related to knowledge elicitation, structuring and

representation; however, in this particular paper the focus is on its ideas in the field of

knowledge elicitation.

As a first step in bridging the findings of the two disciplines, a thorough review of the KE

literature regarding various knowledge elicitation methods was carried out, by examining

relevant papers published in scientific journals. As a first step of this review, the search in

titles, abstracts and keywords for ‘‘knowledge elicitation’’ and ‘‘knowledge elicitation

methods’’ in international journal databases (ABI Inform Global, EBSCO, Sage and Emerald

Management Xtra) and scholar.google resources was performed. The authors did not limit

the time period, and thus in some cases turned to the initial publications, dating back to the

1980-90s. However, the biggest group of articles retrieved dates from the mid-1990s to

2011. The first wave of publications to discuss knowledge elicitation methods can be dated

approximately from 1985 to 2000 and appeared mainly in journals that deal with knowledge

engineering for intelligent system design and development (e.g. Artificial Intelligence

Review; Expert Systems; International Journal of Human-Computer Studies;

Knowledge-Based Systems; Knowledge Acquisition; Journal of Computer Information

Systems). Later (2000-2011), another wave of publications appeared that addressed the

topic more from managerial point-of-view (e.g. in journals like Interdisciplinary Journal of

Information; Knowledge and Management; Journal of Management Studies; Organization

Science; Strategic Management Journal; Knowledge and Process Management; Human

Resource Management; Journal of Knowledge Management).
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The initial search identified over 100 articles. However, since the present analysis focuses on

the applicability of various knowledge elicitation techniques, the many papers that mention

methods only in theory or deal with them rather generally were left aside. The authors also

studied some of the reference lists of the identified articles, and thus were able to identify

additional publications. This step also suggested that there was a need to use another

keyword for the search, ‘‘knowledge acquisition’’, which frequently replaces ‘‘knowledge

elicitation’’. Therefore, an additional search of the same databases was performed. The

analysis of reference lists from the both search sets further suggested that there was a need

to spread the review to other related streams of research, such as ‘‘knowledge capture’’ and

‘‘knowledge extraction’’.

As the next step in the analysis, the identified literature sources were analyzed through the

prism of the twenty years’ experience of one of the authors in the application of various

knowledge elicitation techniques in a variety of industries and organizational settings. The

authors also studied comments from group discussions of practitioners who had taken the

‘‘knowledge engineering’’ course taught by one of the authors over several years in a number

of universities. The following section presents the ideas built from these triangulated sources.

3.2 Knowledge elicitation: roles of an expert and an analyst

The knowledge engineering literature identifies two distinct roles in the knowledge elicitation

process: expert and analyst (Waterman, 2004; Kendal and Creen, 2006). An expert is an

individual who possesses valuable knowledge that is of interest to an organization, and thus

needs to be elicited. In terms of knowledge management, the majority of employees can be

labeled as ‘‘experts’’, as long as they possess some knowledge that is of value to an

organization. The second role, the analyst, is a person who is responsible for eliciting

knowledge from an expert. An analyst is indeed a key figure from the knowledge engineering

perspective, as he/she has special skills and knowledge that enable him/her to elicit

knowledge from the expert. An analyst also has a mandate from an organization to spend

time and effort on knowledge elicitation, and holds responsibility for the success of this task.

Therefore, the analyst acts as an intermediary between an expert and his knowledge, on the

one side, and an organization (a knowledge base and/or individual members of the

organization) on the other side, the goal being to facilitate knowledge transfer between these

two sides.

An interestingdifferencebetweenKEandKMis that theroleofanalystdoesnotexist in the latter.

Thismay be explained by the implicit assumption of KMdiscussed above about the proactive

position of the owner of knowledge. If a knowledgeable employee is ready to spend time on

proactive efforts in the elicitation of his/her knowledge (he/she is motivated, appropriately

skilled and provided with opportunities), then an intermediary like an analyst is not needed.

However, as was argued in section 2, such assumptions about knowledge owners are

unrealisticandhaveserious limitations.Therefore, theauthorssuggest that introducingtherole

of analyst may help to overcome some of these limitations, and thus enrich KM practice in

organizations by enabling knowledge elicitation and transfer under unfavorable conditions

(i.e. when a knowledge expert lacks some of the elements of the MOA framework).

Introducing the role of analyst not only allows compensating for the lack of some of the

characteristics of a knowledge owner (expert). It also opens the way to a number of

knowledge elicitation methods that cannot be exercised by an expert solely on his/her own

and require some type of collaboration with another, motivated and skilled, individual. In

other words, while KM usually discusses the techniques that can be used by a proactive

knowledge owner (like metaphors, models and analogies, offered by Nonaka and Takeuchi,

‘‘ Very few sources discuss the question of how knowledge
owners obtain something to share. ’’
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1995), KE considers not only ‘‘proactive’’ but also ‘‘reactive’’ knowledge elicitation

techniques that can overcome the MOA deficiencies of an expert. Some of these methods

are discussed in the next section.

3.3 Knowledge elicitation methods: various types

Since the early 2000s a major interest of knowledge engineering researchers has been the

techniques and tools that help knowledge capture, not only for the development of intelligent

systems but also for knowledge management practices. This new generation of tools is

concernedwith knowledge elicitation procedures that facilitate knowledge sharing and reuse

(Burge, 1996; Gavrilova and Laird, 2005; Voinov and Gavrilova, 2008). As the palette of

techniques is quite extensive, the main question that arises is how to choose an appropriate

knowledge elicitation method that would fit a specific situation and its requirements.

Various classifications of methods may serve this purpose. A number of taxonomies have

been proposed by knowledge elicitation researchers (e.g. Gavrilova, 1993; Moody et al.,

1998). Waterman (2004) divided knowledge elicitation methods into two simple categories:

indirect and direct. Hoffman, Burton and Klein (Hoffman et al., 1995) made a deeper

overview of techniques and grouped knowledge elicitation methods into three categories:

analysis of tasks that the expert performs, various types of interview, and contrived

techniques. However, from the perspective of KM a different taxonomy that highlights the

distinct roles of the analyst and the expert and potential variations of these roles would be

more useful. The authors propose such a taxonomy in Figure 1. A novel element in their

approach is based on the idea of the leading role of the analyst who works as a facilitator and

organizer of knowledge elicitation processes. He/she serves as an interface between the

knowledge owners and recipients. The authors suggest that this taxonomy of methods can

enrich KM practice by introducing the role of an analyst and structuring knowledge

elicitation methods according to the different functions an analyst may perform.

This taxonomy descends from several attempts to classify the variety of knowledge

elicitation techniques (Gavrilova, 1993; Burge, 1996; Milton, 2008). As introducing the role of

the analyst and extracting tacit knowledge are the main focus of our paper, an array of

indirect methods (such as data mining and other computer-aided techniques) is excluded

from the taxonomy as they do not involve the interaction of an expert and an analyst;

similarly, secondary methods (such as repertory grids, rating, visual concept mapping and

card sorting) are also excluded as they can only be used after application of the methods

presented in Figure 1, at the next stage of knowledge elicitation and structuring (the

methods omitted here are well discussed in other publications, e.g. Coffey and Hoffman,

2003; Kwong and Lee, 2009).

Figure 1 Taxonomy of knowledge elicitation techniques
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The methods described in the proposed taxonomy range from informal techniques such as

‘‘verbal reports’’ and ‘‘observation’’ through common social science methods such as

interviews and questionnaires to more formal techniques used in knowledge-based

systems’ development in computer science (Cordingley, 1989; EAGLES, 1996). The authors

propose to divide these methods into three categories using such criteria as the level of

involvement of an expert and an analyst, and type of interaction/collaboration between them.

Two of these three categories can be labeled as ‘‘passive’’ and ‘‘active’’ methods

respectively (from the perspective of the level of involvement of an analyst as compared to

the efforts of an expert), and the third category implies more or less equal involvement of

both parties. By ‘‘active’’ (analyst-leading) methods the authors mean the techniques that

require the active position of an analyst, who ‘‘pulls’’ the knowledge from the expert with the

help of specially prepared questions. By ‘‘passive’’ (expert-leading) methods the authors

mean the techniques that imply that the analyst’s interference into the process in which the

expert is engaged is very limited; therefore, these methods might be more prone (compared

to ‘‘active’’ methods) to problems in case an expert lacks some elements of MOA framework.

Observation is a good example of a ‘‘passive’’ method, where the role of the analyst is just to

observe/listen and then analyze.

In the next paragraphs, the knowledge elicitation methods mentioned in the proposed

taxonomy are briefly introduced, along with their advantages and disadvantages.

3.3.1 Analyst-leading methods. Interview is a specific form of communication between the

analyst and the expert, where the analyst asks a number of questions prepared in

advance in order to gain a better understanding of a specific knowledge area (Matarozzo

et al., 1963; Shumilina, 1973; Belnap and Steel, 1976; Belanovsky, 2003; Bradburn et al.,

2004; Rollnick et al., 2007; Hashem, 2008). There are different views on interviews in

journalism, healthcare, sociology, marketing and other sciences. The interview may have

different levels of organization (structured, unstructured, semi-structured) that gives the

analyst different levels of freedom. Interview is the most popular technique because of its

apparent simplicity of conducting. However, experience shows that best practices in

interviewing need years of training and practical fieldwork. The main mistakes are based

on the short and superficial stage of preparation to this method of knowledge elicitation

(Gavrilova, 1993). Due to their character, interviews are generally aimed at elicitation of

explicit knowledge from individuals.

Questionnaire is a highly formalized method, targeted mainly at data collection.

Questionnaires do not work at all for elicitation of tacit knowledge, as by their nature they

address only already verbalized, formalized knowledge and do not allow for deeper

probing.

The analyst formulates a list of questions in advance and presents them to a number of

experts. Perhaps the most comprehensive experience of questionnaire application has

been accumulated in sociology and psychology (Andersen and Taylor, 2010). There are

several general recommendations for composing a questionnaire (e.g. Yadov, 1998).

Nowadays, web-based methods of organizing questionnaires have become increasingly

popular (e.g. www.surveymonkey.com). Such e-quizzes serve as electronic tools that help to

‘‘ It is quite unrealistic to suppose that all knowledge owners in
an organization will be sufficiently motivated, capable and
have a chance to invest their efforts into transferring their
experience into explicit knowledge, and thus the applicability
of the individual-driven tools is highly limited. ’’
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simplify data collection and processing but still require very careful professional preparation

and financial investment.

3.3.2 Expert-leading methods. Expert-leading methods can be split into individual-focused

and collective methods. Individual-focused methods are observation and storytelling

(lecturing), while collective methods include round-table and brainstorming.

The observation method implies that the analyst is located in direct proximity to the expert,

observing closely his professional activities or their imitation. Before the session, the analyst

explains the purpose of the observation to the expert. The analyst should record actions

made by the expert, all his/her remarks and comments. A video recording is usually helpful

given that the expert has provided consent. The key precondition of this method is the

avoidance of any intrusion by the analyst into the work of the expert. For this reason, the

method is seen as the only ‘‘pure’’ method, excluding interventions or influence on the

cognitive process by the observer. For this reason it may lead to the serendipitous revelation

of pieces of tacit knowledge.

Observation of the imitation of a process is also applied in situations where the observation

of a real-life process is impossible. The scripts from the observation sessions should be

transcribed in detail soon after the session and verified with the expert. There is no possibility

of asking for feedback or additional comments from the expert in this method, and this

represents both its advantage and its drawback. On the one hand, the process runs

uninterrupted so it better represents the expert’s activity and reasoning, but, on the other

hand, the analyst’s interpretation of the observed activity might be incorrect if he/she does

not fully understand it.

On the surface, storytelling (lecturing) seems to be a rather simple method. Lecturing is

probably one of the oldest forms of knowledge transfer. The art of lecturing has been highly

regarded in science and the humanities since ancient times. However, in order to be

efficient, lecturing requires not only the expert’s ability to prepare and conduct lectures, but

also the recipient’s ability to listen, transcribe and understand the material (Gibbs, 1989).

On the one hand, the experience of experts differs: they may or may not have the expertise

and the talent to lecture. If the expert has lecturing experience, the knowledge transfer in the

form of a lecture could represent a concentrated and structured knowledge fragment. On

the other hand, potential knowledge recipients may also differ in their capacity to absorb

knowledge, and therefore an analyst as mediator might be needed in some situations.

Storytelling also allows a significant degree of freedom; however, the topic and objectives of

the story should be clearly formulated in advance. When the topic and objectives are

provided, an experienced speaker can structure his/her knowledge and refine the logic in

advance. The recipient will need to diligently transcribe the lecture and to ask questions for

clarification. The method is based wholly on verbalization, so it commonly reveals individual

explicit knowledge.

The round-table method prescribes the discussion of a given topic by a number of experts,

each given equal rights (Hill, 1980). The number of participants can vary from three to seven.

The analyst is required to make the additional effort of both an organizational (e.g.

preparation of location, coordination of time, place, etc.) and a psychological kind (e.g.

ability to input relevant comments, good memory for names, etc.). When transcribing and

analyzing records of round-table discussions, the peer pressure effect, along with

‘‘ Being able to choose the best methods for elicitation of
specific types of knowledge is important as it contributes to
the further development and deployment of knowledge within
an organization. ’’
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established relations between participants, should be carefully considered. The method is

rather costly so it is used in practice only as additional for the resolution of disputes.

Thebrainstormingmethod isaimedat facilitatingnew ideas,with theprohibitionof anycritique

(Osborn, 1963). It is based on the observation that critique impedes creative thinking, so the

essence of brainstorming is to divide the process of idea generation fromcritical analysis and

valuation of the ideas that emerge. A valuation of ideas accumulatedduring the brainstorming

session is usually done by a group of experts who have not participated in the session

(Oppenheim, 1986). Themethod is exciting but not very fruitful from the knowledge elicitation

point-of-view,as itmainlyhelpswithelicitationofnewideasandknowledgecreationbutnotwith

elicitation of the existing thinking patterns and activity routines of the experts.

3.3.3 Expert-analyst collaboration methods. Expert-analyst collaboration methods include

role-playing games and verbal protocols. These methods require active positions by both

the analyst and the expert.

Therolegame isasimulationof theprofessionalactivity,and implies theparticipationofseveral

experts. The game is played according to a given scenario; all roles are assigned in advance,

and each role has a description and performance valuation matrix (Newstrom and Scannell,

1995). Expert games, like anybusiness games, need an extraordinary amount of professional

maturity from the analyst. The game design, scenario and preparation are creative work, but

this stage is really time-consuming. However, the result may be outstanding as the game

activates the experts’ minds and reveals their tacit and implicit decision-making procedures.

The record of a verbal report (protocol) supposes that the expert is asked to both comment on

his actions and decisions and explain how those decisions were made, demonstrating the

logic used in decision making. While the expert is speaking, his ‘‘stream of thought’’ is

carefully recorded, including pauses and exclamations. The method is also called ‘‘thinking

aloud’’ or an ‘‘improvised lecture’’ (Burge, 1996). Whether recording devices should be used

for thismethod is debatable as the influenceof recording on the expert couldbenegative. The

main drawback of themethod is the general difficulty of articulation of one’s thinking process.

Indeed, experimental psychology has demonstrated that people are not always able to

describe their own thinking processes (Eysenck and Keane, 2005). Furthermore, a portion of

the knowledge stored in a tacit form isweakly correlatedwith its verbal description. Theauthor

of a frame system theory,MarvinMinsky, states that an individual could explainwhat he knows

merely as an exception, not as a rule (Minsky, 1974). Transcript of protocols should be made

by the analyst observing the session. A successful protocol for the procedure of ‘‘thinking

aloud’’ is one of the most efficient methods of knowledge extraction, as it allows the expert to

freely reveal his thinking process. The attitude towards this self-reflection method among

practical analysts differs – while some consider this method as the most desirable and

pleasant, other refuse to participate in it as they find simultaneous doing and explaining very

challenging, and also threatening to their expert image.

3.4 Knowledge elicitation methods for different types of knowledge

In order to navigate through the variety of knowledge elicitation methods, one needs to

understand which method best fits the particular problem and situation. This need for a

contingency-based approach to the choice of methods has been widely acknowledged in

knowledge engineering discourse. For example, Milton et al. (2006) formulate the following

key principles of knowledge elicitation:

B there are different types of knowledge;

B there are different types of experts and expertise;

B there are different ways of representing knowledge, which can aid the elicitation,

validation and re-use of knowledge;

B there are different ways of using knowledge, so that the elicitation process can be guided

by the project aims; and

B therefore, knowledge elicitation methods should be chosen appropriately to fit all

contingencies.
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From a knowledge management perspective, the types of knowledge represent the key

contingency that could guide the choice of knowledge elicitation method. The distinction

between tacit and explicit knowledge is one of the basic principles of KM (e.g. Nonaka and

Takeuchi, 1995; Spender, 1996).Althoughbasic, it is especially important fordiscussionof the

knowledge elicitation techniques, as an expert, as a human being, inherently possesses tacit

knowledge,andinsomefieldsandsituations theextentof thetacitknowledgecanbeextremely

wide. Another characteristic of knowledge that is important for the current discussion is who

holds it – individuals orcollectives. Assection2of thispaper indicates,KMdiscourse typically

focuses on individually held knowledge. Thus identification of what methods can be used to

elicit collective knowledge could be very useful for knowledgemanagement practice.

Table I maps the knowledge elicitation techniques described above on to these types of

knowledge.Thismappingrepresentstheauthors’opinion thatemergedfromtheanalysisof the

literature, describing the essence of eachmethod and one author’s practical experience with

application of these methods. It may help practitioners in both KM and KE to choose the

appropriate method of knowledge elicitation. There are many other characteristics of

knowledge that may be considered for such mapping (e.g. Holsapple, 2004); however, the

authors suggest that distinctions of tacit vs explicit and individual vs collective knowledge are

basic (Spender, 1996) and thus should be used at the first stage of deciding on the choice of

methods.

Analysis of this table suggests that more methods are suitable for elicitation of explicit and

individual knowledge than for elicitation of tacit and group knowledge. However, it indicates

that although they are fewer in number, methods for the elicitation of tacit and group

knowledge do exist, suggesting useful implications for practitioners.

The relevance of knowledge assets as fundamental strategic factors in business success has

been widely recognized in today’s competitive scenario (Barney, 1991). In fact, more and

more organizations credit their competitiveness essentially to their knowledge assets and

consider knowledge as the differentiating competitive lever in knowledge economy (Nonaka

and Takeuchi, 1995). Given this situation, suitable development and deployment of a

company’s knowledge assets has become a strategic factor for success. From this

perspective, being able to choose the best methods for elicitation of specific types of

knowledge is important as it contributes to the further development and deployment of

knowledge within an organization.

4. Conclusions

This paper makes several contributions to the contemporary discourse on managing

knowledge in organizations. First, it bridges two different streams of academic research that

are usually treated as independent: knowledge management and knowledge engineering.

Second, it suggests how KM practitioners (either specially assigned analysts or any

organizational members that are interested in eliciting knowledge) can choose the

appropriate method for concrete knowledge elicitation, using the taxonomy and the

Table I Comparison of the knowledge elicitation methods

Type of knowledge
Elicitation methods Tacit Explicit Individual Group

Interview * *** *** *
Questionnaire – ** * *
Observation ** * *** **
Storytelling * *** *** **
Round table – ** ** **
Brainstorming ** *** ** *
Role game *** ** ** ***
Verbal protocols * *** *** **

Notes: The legend used in the table is the following: *May work; **Is appropriate; ***Is very suitable, – not applicable
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mapping of methods proposed here. Third, it may serve as a starting point for further

investigation of practical KM techniques. Last, but not least, it draws the attention of KM

practitioners to the role and qualifications of the knowledge analyst who serves as a

mediator between the expert’s knowledge and the company’s knowledge memory. The role

of the analyst has been discussed for decades in KE, but has been unfairly overlooked in KM

discourse and practice, and this paper tries to close this gap.

The analysis provided here also enriches the discussion on innovation in the organization. If,

as Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) posit, transformation of tacit into explicit knowledge is one of

the cornerstones of knowledge creation, the better an organization is able to elicit tacit

knowledge from its employees and share it across organization, the more innovative it can

be.

This paper focused on enriching the tools and techniques of KM with findings from KE.

However, the authors suggest that cross-enrichment of these two disciplines could work

both ways. For example, discussion of knowledge elicitation methods in KE is dominated by

two limitations of the experts: the cost of their time, and the tacitness of their knowledge. Yet,

as KM discourse suggests, the motivation of an expert (as well as his/her inclination to

knowledge hoarding) may also influence the outcomes of knowledge elicitation techniques.

Therefore, the KE field can benefit from a better understanding of the motivational

dispositions of an expert. This is one of the possible future directions for bridging and

enriching these two disciplines.

Another future direction for discussion between KM and KE refers to the potential for

application of other knowledge elicitation methods in the KM context. For example, the

proposed classification may be enriched by a group of so-called indirect knowledge

elicitation methods that includes computer-based methods (CBM) such as data- and

web-mining techniques. Data mining, also known as knowledge discovery, is the practice of

automatically searching large stores of data for meaningful patterns (knowledge). With the

advances in the process of data collection, the 1990s witnessed an explosion in the growth

of data available online. This, coupled with the stellar advances in computing technologies,

really improved the image of ‘‘data mining’’. The web is the largest dynamic and online store

known today, and webmining refers to the process of extracting knowledge fromweb pages

by exploring their contents, the hyperlinks that connect these pages, or usage patterns of

users (Snásel and Kudelka, 2009). This paper did not discuss CBM as these methods do not

involve any interaction with an expert and thus fall outside the focus of this paper; however,

they might be of interest to knowledge managers. Another area of potential interest is a

group of analytical methods that comprises specialized sophisticated techniques that can

work with different modes of knowledge. For example, visual-aided techniques help to

organize the hierarchical cluster diagram (classification) by card-sorting (Moody et al.,

1998) and image-ranking procedures. These techniques can reveal the tacit preferences

and priorities in decision making by traditional paper methods that involve the use of

stimulus cards and/or pictures/images. These methods are secondary to the ones

discussed in this paper as they can be applied only after the initial knowledge has been

elicited with the help of the methods described, but they can also enrich the repertoire of the

analyst’s knowledge elicitation techniques from a knowledge management perspective.
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